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ABSTRACT. One of Kripke’s fundamental objections to descriptivism was that the theory misclassifies certain a posteriori propositions expressed by sentences involving names as a priori. Though nowadays very few philosophers would endorse a descriptivism of the sort that Kripke criticized, many find two-dimensional semantics attractive as a kind of successor theory. Because two-dimensionalism needn’t be a form of descriptivism, it is not open to the epistemic argument as formulated by Kripke; but the most promising versions of two-dimensionalism are open to a close relative of that argument.

One of Kripke’s most powerful objections to the descriptivist theory of names he considered in *Naming & Necessity* was that the theory misclassifies the propositions expressed by certain sentences as a priori. For example, Kripke pointed out that the proposition expressed by a sentence of the form

[1] If \( n \) exists, then \( n \) is \( F \).

will be, in the standard case, a posteriori. But according to the simplest version of descriptivism, the propositions expressed by sentences of the form of [1] just are the propositions expressed by the corresponding instances of

[2] If the \( F \) exists, then the \( F \) is \( F \).

which seem clearly to be a priori truths.

But even if many were convinced that Kripke’s arguments discredited the descriptivist theories he considered, many were not satisfied by the Millian alternative to descriptivism. Many such philosophers take it to be a constraint on a theory of names that it capture the perceived explanatory advantages of descriptivism — including its account of the problems of empty names and of apparent substitution failures of coreferential names in attitude ascriptions — while avoiding Kripke’s arguments against classical descriptivism. More than one theory has been so motivated — including the various versions of non-descriptive Fregeanism\(^1\) and the views of names as rigidified and wide-scoping descriptions\(^2\). These days, the most popular theories of

\(^1\)See, among many other places, McDowell (1977) and Evans (1981).

\(^2\)For defense of the former, see Plantinga (1978); for defense of the latter, see Dummett (1981); Sosa (2001). For criticism of these approaches, see Soames (1998, 2002); Caplan (2005).
this sort are versions of two-dimensionalist semantics. The most promising versions of two-dimensionalist semantics are not versions of descriptivism, and hence are not open to the epistemic argument, as formulated by Kripke. The aim of this paper is to show that these versions of two-dimensionalism are nonetheless open to a close relative of that argument.

Just as Kripke’s epistemic argument relied on the assumption that the relevant instances of [1] were genuinely a posteriori, a parallel argument against two-dimensionalist semantics must provide not just an argument that the two-dimensionalist must classify certain sentences as a priori, but also an argument that this really is a misclassification. For this reason, it will be useful to be clear from the start about what I am assuming about what can and cannot be known a priori.

Intuitively, some pairs of properties are such that one member of the pair’s being instantiated is internally related to the other member of the pair’s being instantiated — for example, the properties of being a child and of being a parent. Other pairs of properties are not so related — like the property of being a frog and being a light bulb. Intuitively, the instantiation of the property of being a frog needn’t have anything to do with whether the property of being a light bulb is instantiated. To make this intuitive notion of properties that needn’t have anything to do with one another precise, let’s say that two properties, $F$ and $G$, are independent if and only (1) $F$’s being instantiated is compossible both with $G$’s being instantiated and its being uninstantiated, and (2) $F$’s being instantiated does not a priori entail either $G$’s being instantiated, or $G$’s being uninstantiated. So, for instance, the properties of being a child and being a parent are not independent, in this sense: given that the first is instantiated, it is both necessary and a priori that the second is; the properties of being a frog and being a light bulb are, like most pairs of properties, independent. This definition of independence has a natural extension to the case of concrete particulars: two things, $m$ and $n$, are independent iff (1) $m$’s existence is compossible both with $n$’s existence and with $n$’s nonexistence, and (2) $m$’s existence does not a priori entail either $n$’s existence, or $n$’s nonexistence.

Given this definition of independence, I take the following principles to be, if not platitudes, at least extremely plausible claims about the limits of a priori knowledge:

[A] On the basis of the knowledge that some particular thing $n$ is $F$, you can’t know a priori whether some other thing exists which instantiates some other property $G$, if the two properties are independent.

[B] One cannot know a priori facts about one’s relations to some particular object $n$, even given knowledge of some of $n$’s properties — provided that those properties are, in the above sense, independent of your standing in the relevant relations to $n$.

$^3$And, obviously, we can extend the definition to the case of a pair of a particular object and a property. A particular $n$ and property $F$ are independent iff (1) $n$’s existence is compossible both with $F$’s being instantiated and with $F$’s uninstantiated, and (2) $n$’s existence does not a priori entail either that $F$ is instantiated, or that $F$ is uninstantiated.
Given knowledge that some particular thing \( n \) is \( F \) and that something else is \( G \), you cannot deduce a priori that you exist — provided that your existence is independent both of the existence of \( n \), and of \( F \) and \( G \).  

Given knowledge that some particular thing \( n \) is \( F \), you are not in a position to know a priori which of two epistemically possibly hypotheses about some other particular thing \( m \) — say, that \( m \) is \( G \) and that \( m \) is \( H \) — is true, so long as \( F, G, \) and \( H \) are independent.

I think that each of \([A]-[D]\) will strike most philosophers as extremely plausible claims about the limits of a priori knowledge — many will probably think them too obvious to be worth defending. But, in any case, it is not difficult to motivate principles like these.

To say that one claim is a priori deducible from another is to say that given knowledge of the latter, no further experience is required for knowledge of the former. Put in these terms, principle \([D]\), for example, says that given knowledge that some thing \( n \) is \( F \), you are never in a position without further evidence to decide between two otherwise epistemically possible hypotheses about some distinct thing, \( m \). Moreover, this is not due merely to your cognitive limitations; rather, it's the case that the information that \( n \) is \( F \) is just in principle not enough information to decide between the two epistemically possible hypotheses about \( m \). So put, the principle seems obviously correct: a priori reasoning does not in general allow us to infer the properties of one thing from information about something else. Similar informal arguments can be given for \([A]-[C]\).

Another way to see the intuitive appeal of these principles is via consideration of examples. Consider an independent pair of properties, like the properties of being born in Indiana and of being seven feet tall; these are independent, since the instantiation of the first is compossible with both the instantiation and the non-instantiation of the second, and one cannot know a priori, given that the first is instantiated, whether or not the second is. Suppose that you come to know that some particular thing, say, Larry Bird, instantiates the property of being born in Indiana. Given this knowledge, it seems that you are in no position to deduce a priori whether or not anything instantiates the property of being seven feet tall (principle \([A]\)). Further, it seems, knowledge that Larry Bird has this property — and perhaps others, like being a basketball player for the Boston Celtics — does not put me in a position to know a priori that I stand in certain relations to Larry Bird, like the relation I would express with the words ‘I tried to shoot like Larry Bird’ (principle \([B]\)). Further, and for much the same reason, knowledge that Larry Bird has properties like being born in Indiana and being a player for the Celtics does not put me in a position to deduce a priori knowledge of our own existence. If this were right, the principle would be true but vacuous, since given the above definition of independence nothing would be (for me) independent of my existence, since every proposition would a priori entail that I exist. I assume in what follows that we can’t know a priori of our own existence, though almost all of the argument would survive giving up this assumption.

This principle is perhaps a bit more controversial than the others, since some think that we can know a priori of our own existence. If this were right, the principle would be true but vacuous, since given the above definition of independence nothing would be (for me) independent of my existence, since every proposition would a priori entail that I exist. I assume in what follows that we can’t know a priori of our own existence, though almost all of the argument would survive giving up this assumption.

Here and in what follows, points about a priori knowledge could be recast in terms of a priori justification without affecting the argument.

Given, of course, the provisos about independence above.
duce a priori that I exist (principle [C]). Finally, knowing that Larry Bird has these properties does not put me in a position to decide a priori between two otherwise epistemically possible hypotheses about some distinct thing — say, the hypotheses that Magic Johnson played for the Los Angeles Lakers, and that he played for the New York Knicks (principle [D]).

Of course, showing that these principles hold for one case doesn’t amount to a proof that they hold for every case; but consideration of examples helps to bring out the intuition that a priori knowledge which violated any of [A]-[D] would be extremely mysterious. How, one wants to ask, could knowledge of the properties of one thing put me in a position to decide between two independent hypotheses about something else? Nonetheless, I’ll argue, the most plausible versions of two-dimensionalist semantics are committed to rejecting each of [A]-[D]. To the extent that [A]-[D] seem plausible, this gives us very strong reason to reject those versions of two-dimensionalism.

For our purposes, we can think of two-dimensionalist semantics as the view that a sentence has, relative to a context, (at least) two sorts of meaning, one of which — its primary intension — is more closely related to the sentence’s epistemic properties, and one of which — its secondary intension — is more closely linked to the sentence’s (metaphysical) modal profile. Using ‘primary intension’ as a name for the epistemic aspect of meaning and ‘secondary intension’ as a name for the metaphysical aspect of meaning, we can then say that a prioricity and metaphysical necessity are just two different kinds of necessity that a sentence can possess; for a sentence to be a priori is for it to have a necessary primary intension, and for it to be metaphysically necessary is for it to have a necessary secondary intension.7

Standard, non-two-dimensionalist views of content already imply that a sentence has a necessary secondary intension iff it is metaphysically necessary.8 Given this, the distinctive task of the two-dimensionalist is to explain a view of primary intensions which validates what Chalmers has called the ‘Core Thesis’ of two-dimensionalism:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Core Thesis</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A sentence is a priori iff it has a necessary primary intension.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The most familiar version of two-dimensionalism identifies the primary intension of an expression with with a function from contexts to the reference of the expression.

---

7The primary/secondary proposition distinction lines up with the diagonal/horizontal proposition distinction of Stalnaker (1978), the distinction between deep and superficial necessity of Evans (1979), and the A-intension/C-intension distinction in Jackson (1998), though these authors differ both as regards the nature of primary intensions and their proper theoretical role.

This is also a good place to dispel confusion about an aspect of the terminology used in this paper: the talk about sentences being necessary and a priori. Many will be inclined to object that the proposition expressed by a sentence rather than the sentence itself is the fundamental bearer of necessity and a prioricity. The problem in the present context is that the nature of the fundamental bearers of these modal and epistemic properties are part of what is up for grabs in this debate, with two-dimensionalists wanting to replace talk about ‘the proposition expressed by a sentence’ with talk about the primary and secondary intensions of the sentence. But both two-dimensionalists and their opponents can agree that we can speak of sentences being a priori or necessary in a derivative sense, even if they disagree about how this is to be analyzed. So the talk about sentences being a priori and necessary can be thought of as an attempt to find a non-prejudicial way to state the relevant issues.

8Here, as is standard, I am identifying the secondary intension of a sentence with either what Russellians would call the proposition semantically expressed by that sentence or the intension (structured or not) determined by that proposition.
as used in that context. If we think of contexts as possible worlds with a designated agent and time, the primary intension of an expression is a *contextual intension*: that function from contexts to extensions which, given some context as argument, delivers as value the extension that that expression would have if uttered in that context, and evaluated with respect to the world and time of that context. In this contextual version of two-dimensionalism, the primary intension of an expression is taken to be, if not quite identical to that expression’s character (in Kaplan’s sense) then, as at least definable in terms of it.

The identification of primary intensions with contextual intensions, however, faces a number of serious problems. A particularly pressing one is that sentences like ‘Language exists’ or ‘Sentence tokens exist’ have necessary contextual intensions: the sentence ‘Sentence tokens exist’ is true with respect to any context in which it is uttered, since any context in which it is uttered is one in which a token of that sentence exists. But sentences of this sort are not plausibly a priori; so on contextual versions of two-dimensionalism, the Core Thesis comes out false. This is unacceptable.

One response to the problems faced by contextual two-dimensionalism is that they do not show that the two-dimensionalist approach to the metaphysical and epistemic modalities is flawed, but only that the identification of the primary intension of an expression with its contextual intension — its extension as used in a given context — is a mistake. In an important series of recent papers, Chalmers has defended this line of response with a new view of the nature of primary intensions.

The fundamental idea is that primary intensions are not functions from contexts to the extension of the expression as used in that context, but rather functions from certain kinds of hypotheses about the way the actual world might be to the extension of the expression, given the supposition that the world is that way. Chalmers describes these epistemic intensions as follows:

“There is a strong epistemic dependence of an expression’s extension on the state of the world. If we come to know that the world has a certain character, we are in a position to conclude that the expression has a certain extension. And if we were to learn that the world has a different character, we would be in a position to conclude the expression has a different extension. That is: we are in a position to come to know the extension of an expression, depending on which epistemic possibility turns out to be actual.”

9 A relatively minor difference here stems from the fact that Kaplan’s characters were functions from contexts to functions from circumstances of evaluation to extensions. Contextual intensions are functions from contexts to extensions — the extension which would be delivered by the value of a Kaplan character if the circumstance of evaluation is the context. I take it that this is the view Chalmers has in mind when he says “a primary intension is straightforwardly derivable from a character and vice versa” (Chalmers (1996), pp. 365-6, note 25).

10 This problem is discussed in §2 of Chalmers (2006a); García-Carpintero (2006) argues that the problem is not fatal to contextual two-dimensionalism. This problem of overgeneration of a priori truths is, obviously, akin to the problem with descriptivism Kripke identified in his epistemic argument. Among the most difficult further problems faced by contextual two-dimensionalism are that in order to respect standard examples of the necessary a posteriori, the contextual two-dimensionalist must treat names and natural kind terms as indexical, rigidified descriptions. For an in-depth discussion of the problems with this view of names and kind terms, and critique of various versions of contextual two-dimensionalism, see Soames (2005).


12 Chalmers (2004), 177-8.
Epistemic intensions are functions from epistemic possibilities — or, as Chalmers says, *scenarios* — to extensions. A sentence is true with respect to a scenario if and only if the scenario *epistemically necessitates* that sentence. Glossing over some subtleties that for our purposes won’t matter, we can think of a scenario as a conjunction of sentences which is both epistemically possible — in the sense that its negation is not a priori — and epistemically complete — in the sense that for any sentence, the scenario epistemically necessitates either it or its negation.

Chalmers considers several views of the nature of epistemic necessitation, some of which do, and some of which do not, explicitly make epistemic necessitation equivalent to a priori entailment, in the sense that for a sentence $S$ to be epistemically necessitated by (and hence true at) a scenario is for the material conditional with the scenario as the antecedent and $S$ as consequent to be a priori. But in fact the Core Thesis rules out any view of epistemic intensions on which they are not equivalent, in this sense, to a priori entailment.

Given the Core Thesis, epistemic necessitation must be some relation $R$ such that for any sentence $S$, $S$ is a priori iff for all scenarios $e$, $R(e, S)$. What we want to show is that, given this,

$$R(e, S) \text{ iff } \neg e \rightarrow S$$

One way to show this is to begin with the following Lemma:

$$R(e, S) \text{ iff } R(e, e \rightarrow S)$$

This Lemma may be intuitively obvious, but we can also give the following argument for it, assuming only that the Core Thesis is true.

Left to right: $\neg S \rightarrow (e \rightarrow S)$ is a priori, so, given the Core Thesis, it must be true at every scenario. So any scenario which epistemically necessitates $S$ must also epistemically necessitate $\neg e \rightarrow S$.

Right to left: if $e$ epistemically necessitates $S$, then knowing that $e$ is the case puts one in a position to know that $\neg e \rightarrow S$ is true. There are only two ways for $\neg e \rightarrow S$ to be true: for $e$ to be false, or for $S$ to be true. But knowing that $e$ is the case can never put one in a position to know that $e$ is false; so if $e$ epistemically necessitates $\neg e \rightarrow S$, $e$ must put one in a position to know that $S$. But then $e$ epistemically necessitates $S$.

We then argue for the equivalence of a priori entailment and epistemic necessitation, i.e. the truth of the biconditional

$$R(e, S) \text{ iff } \neg e \rightarrow S$$

as follows:

---

13Chalmers discusses several other candidate views of epistemic necessitation in Chalmers (2006a), §3.3.
Left to right: suppose that \( \neg e \rightarrow S \) is not a priori. Then, by the Core Thesis, there must be some scenario \( e \) such that \( R(e, e \rightarrow S) \). Either \( e^* = e \) or \( e^* \neq e \). But the latter is impossible, since, scenarios being complete epistemic possibilities, any scenario must epistemically necessitate the negation of any other scenario; and if \( e^* \) did epistemically necessitate \( e \), then, given that \( \neg e \rightarrow (e \rightarrow S) \) is a priori, \( e^* \) would epistemically necessitate \( e \rightarrow S \), which is contrary to our supposition. So \( e^* = e \), and \( R(e, e \rightarrow S) \). But then it follows from our Lemma that \( \neg R(e, S) \).

Right to left: suppose that \( e \rightarrow S \) is a priori. Then, by the Core Thesis, for any scenario \( e \), \( R(e^*, e \rightarrow S) \); so, in particular, \( R(e, e \rightarrow S) \). But then, by our Lemma, \( R(e, S) \).

It is worth making explicit one further consequence of this sort of view: a priori entailment must be transitive, in the sense that for any sentences \( p, q, r \), if the material conditionals \( \neg p \rightarrow q \) and \( q \rightarrow r \) are a priori, then \( \neg p \rightarrow r \) must be as well. To show that epistemic two-dimensionalism requires that a priori knowability is transitive in the above sense, suppose that this is not the case, and let \( s_1, s_2, s_3 \) be a trio of sentences such that \( s_1 \rightarrow s_2 \) and \( s_2 \rightarrow s_3 \) are a priori, although \( s_1 \rightarrow s_3 \) is not a priori. Since the negation of the last of these is not a priori, by the Core Thesis there must be at least one scenario \( e \) which epistemically necessitates \( s_1 \) but not \( s_3 \). If \( s_1 \rightarrow s_2 \) is a priori, then any scenario which epistemically necessitates \( s_1 \) also epistemically necessitates \( s_2 \), so in particular \( e \) must epistemically necessitate \( s_2 \). By parallel reasoning, if \( s_2 \rightarrow s_3 \) is a priori, \( s_3 \) must be epistemically necessitated at \( e \) as well. But this contradicts our initial assumption that \( s_3 \) is not epistemically necessitated by \( e \). Many will find the transitivity thesis to be intuitively plausible, however, because this thesis will be a background assumption of many of the arguments which follow, it is important to see that it is a consequence of the framework of epistemic two-dimensionalism rather than a separate assumption which the epistemic two-dimensionalist might either accept or reject.

Below I’ll argue that the epistemic two-dimensionalist is forced to misclassify certain sentences — which are closely related to sentences of the form of [1] — as a priori. And it misclassifies these sentences as a priori for the same reason: the epistemic two-dimensionalist, like the classical descriptivist, explains the sort of meaning relevant to the epistemic status of sentences involving a name in terms of the speaker’s procedures for identifying the referent of the name in a possible state of the world, given certain information about that state of the world. Given this, it is not surprising that this sort of view will entail that there are a priori connections between a name’s having a reference and the world’s being such that the relevant procedures for identifying a referent yield a result.

Putting the point in this way shows the affinity of the present line of argument, not just to Kripke’s epistemic argument, but also to Laura Schroeter’s argument in her important paper, “Considering Empty Worlds as Actual.”[15] There Schroeter argues convincingly that our methods for identifying the referents of natural kind

\[\text{[14] Though not everyone; for a view which denies the transitivity of a priori entailment, see §V of Soames (2007).} \]

\[\text{[15] Schroeter (2005).}\]
terms like ‘water’ in certain scenarios require that we take account not just of the intrinsic properties of various liquids, but also the relations in which we stand to those liquids and our linguistic practice. This seems to entail, implausibly, that there are a priori connections of a certain sort between the existence of water and the existence of the speaker and her linguistic practices. The present paper can be thought of as an attempt to show that the sort of argument Schroeter gives is independent of any particular view about how we identify the referents of natural kind terms, or indeed expressions of any sort. The arguments will be effective against any version of epistemic two-dimensionalism which distinguishes between expressions which may be used in the construction of scenarios, and those which cannot.

This last point needs a word of clarification. Many are attracted to two-dimensionalist semantics in order to preserve a close link between the metaphysical and epistemic modalities, which in turn is wanted to validate certain kinds of inferences from epistemic possibility (conceivability) to metaphysical possibility. The sort of two-dimensionalist I will be interested in wants to preserve such a link, and therefore wants each epistemic possibility to correspond to some metaphysically possible world. Given this aim, it is clear that the vocabulary used in the construction of scenarios must be restricted so as to not include most ordinary proper names. For consider some false identity statement involving names, like ‘Blair is Bush.’ The negation of this identity claim is not knowable a priori; hence ‘Blair is Bush’ must be epistemically possible, and hence true at at least one scenario. But this sentence can’t simply be a part of the scenario description, since otherwise (given the plausible assumption that it is metaphysically impossible for Blair to be identical to Bush) the scenario would not describe a metaphysically possible world, and we would not have the wanted connection between epistemic and metaphysical possibility.

So it must be possible for a name \( n \) to have a reference with respect to a scenario even if \( n \) does not figure in the specification of that scenario. To see how this might work, note that scenarios will contain various definite descriptions which denote different objects. Given this, for \( n \) to have a reference in the scenario is for the scenario to epistemically necessitate the claim that the referent of the name is the same as the object denoted by one (or more) of these definite descriptions. In other words, for \( n \) to have a reference in a scenario \( e \) is for there to be some description ‘the \( F \)’ in the scenario such that the conditional \( (e \rightarrow (n = \text{the } F)) \) is a priori.

(It is worth emphasizing that the relevant description will typically vary between different scenarios in which \( n \) has a reference; were this not so, then epistemic two-dimensionalist would be open to Kripke’s version of the epistemic argument, since claims with the form of [1] would then be true with respect to every scenario, and hence (by the Core Thesis) a priori.)

However, there are many scenarios and names such that no sentence of the form ‘\( n \) is the \( F \)’ will be epistemically necessitated by the scenario. Consider, for example, my use of the name ‘Mick Jagger.’ Suppose that the properties I attribute to Mick Jagger can be divided into two conjunctions of properties, \( F \) and \( G \). Every property I attribute to Mick Jagger is included in one of the two, and many are included in both. So, for example, \( F \) might include

---

16 As will become clear, there’s also an interesting connection between the present argument and the argument that various forms of externalism entail that we have a priori knowledge of the existence of natural kinds like water. See, among other places, Boghossian (1997).

17 This follows the discussion in Chalmers (2006a), §3.7.
the lead singer on *Sympathy for the Devil* & member of the greatest band of the 1960's & once enrolled in the London School of Economics & the star of *Freejack* & . . .

while *G* might include

member of the greatest band of the 1960's & one of the Glimmer Twins & born in Kent in 1943 & helped to organize the infamous concert at Altamont & . . .

What matters is that there is a rough parity between the two as regards the number of properties in the two conjunctions and the centrality of those properties to my conception of Mick Jagger. It seems clear that *F* and *G* could be *independent*, in the sense defined at the outset: *F*’s being instantiated is compossible with *G* either being or not being instantiated, and one can’t know a priori that if *F* is instantiated, *G* is, or the reverse.

As a consequence, the following is epistemically possible:

[3] Something is the *F*, and something else is the *G*.

One cannot know a priori that what [3] says is not the case. Because [3] is not anywhere near epistemically complete, even as regards the lives of the bearers of *F* and *G*, there will be very many scenarios which epistemically necessitate [3].

For any scenario which epistemically necessitates [3], will there be a description ‘the *D*’ such that ‘Mick Jagger is the *D*’ is epistemically necessitated by the scenario? Parity reasoning indicates not. There are two candidate references for ‘Mick Jagger’ in the scenario; nothing will favor one over the other, and so it will not be epistemically necessary that either is the referent of the name. So, in scenarios of this sort, the epistemic intension of ‘Mick Jagger’ (for the relevant person) will deliver no reference. So, presumably,

Mick Jagger exists.

will be false at these scenarios.18 But then it looks like the material conditional

[4] Mick Jagger exists → ¬ (something is the *F*, and something else is the *G*)

will have an epistemic intension which is true at every scenario, since any scenario at which the antecedent is true will not be a scenario in which something is *F* and something else is *G*, and hence will be one in which the consequent of the conditional is true. So, by the Core Thesis, this conditional will be a priori. But this is clearly incorrect; given knowledge that Mick Jagger exists, one cannot deduce a priori that it is not the case that one thing is *F*, and something else is *G*. Or, to put the same

18 Could the two-dimensionalist let ‘Mick Jagger exists’ lack a truth-value, rather than be false, at scenarios at which ‘Mick Jagger’ lacks a reference? This does not look promising, for two reasons. First, we want ‘Mick Jagger does not exist’ to be epistemically possible, which requires it being true at at least one scenario. But if this is true at at least one scenario, then presumably it is true at all scenarios at which the name lacks a reference. Second, as we’ll see below, the relevant point can be made without using existential claims involving a name.
point a different way, given knowledge that Mick Jagger exists and that something is $F$, one cannot deduce a priori that nothing is $G$. If epistemic two-dimensionalism is to provide a plausible treatment of names, it must block the result that [4] is a priori.

The similarity to Kripke’s epistemic argument should be clear. Just as in the case of the epistemic argument against descriptivism we construct a conditional whose antecedent is an existential claim involving a name and whose consequent states a necessary condition for something to satisfy the descriptivist condition for being the referent of the name, so here we form a conditional with an existential claim in the antecedent, and in the consequent a condition on scenarios necessary for some sentence involving the name to be epistemically necessitated by the scenario. In both cases, we focus on the fact that the theories define the meaning of the name partly in terms of the methods speakers would use to identify the reference of the name, and note that, contra the theory, there is no a priori connection between the existence of the relevant object and the world being such as to satisfy the conditions placed by the theory on the name’s having a referent.

The point which this example illustrates is not restricted to names; it works just as well for any sort of vocabulary which might be excluded from scenarios. The point is this: for many expressions $n$, there will be some sentence $S$ such that (i) any epistemic possibility in which $S$ is true is one in which $n$ lacks a reference, and so in which $\neg n$ exists$^\dagger$ is false, and yet (ii) $\neg n$ exists $\rightarrow \neg S$ is clearly a posteriori. But (i) and (ii) are inconsistent with the conjunction of the Core Thesis and epistemic two-dimensionalism. If (i) is true, then any epistemic possibility in which $\neg n$ exists$^\dagger$ is true is one in which $\neg S$ is true, from which it follows that the material conditional $\neg n$ exists $\rightarrow \neg S$ is true in every scenario. So, by the Core Thesis, it is a priori — which contradicts (ii).

If the foregoing line of argument is correct, another way of making the same point is that the sentence

[5] Mick Jagger is the $F$, and there is someone else who is the $G$.

will never be true at a scenario, since there is no scenario at which ‘Mick Jagger’ has a reference and one thing is $F$, while something else is $G$.\footnote{Thanks to Ali Kazmi for pointing out that the example can be put in this way.} It follows that [5] is not epistemically possible, and hence that its negation is a priori:

[6] $\neg (\text{Mick Jagger is the } F \text{ and is not } G) \lor \neg \exists x \ G x$.

This is a result that the two-dimensionalist should want to avoid. Most obviously, the claim that [6] is a priori violates claim [A] about the a priori above, since if [6] is a priori, given knowledge that Mick Jagger is $F$ but not $G$, one can know a priori that nothing is $G$. But this is surely a straightforward case of deducing a priori the nonexistence of something with certain properties from knowledge of the properties of something else, despite the fact that the relevant properties are independent.

How might the two-dimensionalist avoid commitment to the a prioricity of sentences like [4] and [6]? An initially promising reply is to block the parity reasoning for the conclusion that relative to the relevant scenarios, ‘Mick Jagger’ lacks a refer-
ence. Perhaps at least sometimes when we have two equally good candidates to be the reference of the name, the name refers to both candidates; in such scenarios, we might say, ‘Mike Jagger’ refers (as many names do) to two different people. Though there clearly are cases of this sort of ‘divided reference,’ the sorts of cases discussed above can be reformulated so as to rule out this possibility. One way of doing this is simply to build into the relevant sentence the claim that while the bearer of the $F$-properties is Mick Jagger, the bearer of the $G$-properties is not:

$$[7] \neg (\text{Mick Jagger is the } F) \lor \neg \exists x (Gx \land x \neq \text{Mick Jagger}).$$

The view that in some scenarios of the sort discussed above ‘Mick Jagger’ has divided reference does not block the argument for the a prioricity of $[7]$. As above, we can reason that ‘Mick Jagger’ refers to the $F$ iff it refers to the $G$; this gives us the conclusion that Mick Jagger can’t be the $F$ if the $G$ is not Mick Jagger. But this is just what $[7]$ says.

Could the two-dimensionalist simply accept the conclusion that $[7]$ is a priori? Again, not without rejecting claim $[A]$ about the a priori above. If $[7]$ is a priori, then, given the knowledge that Mick Jagger is $F$ and that nothing else is Mick Jagger, one can deduce a priori that nothing is $G$. But this is, as above, an example of a priori knowledge of the nonexistence of something satisfying a certain condition on the basis of knowledge of the properties of something else.

So the two-dimensionalist should find a way to block the argument for the a prioricity of $[7]$. With this aim, the epistemic two-dimensionalist might object that the foregoing argument overlooks a central feature of scenarios: the fact that they include indexical expressions, like ‘I’ and ‘here.’ When introducing the properties salient to Mick Jagger for me, the examples were indexical-free properties — but surely among the properties of Mick Jagger salient to me are ‘indexical’ properties, like the property of being featured on the first CD I ever owned, the property of being at a concert I attended in 1988, and so on. Perhaps we could use properties of this sort to break the parity between the bearer of $F$ and the bearer of $G$ in the relevant scenarios — perhaps, in at least some of these scenarios, the one who instantiates the relevant indexical properties is the referent of my use of ‘Mick Jagger.’

Let ‘$I$’ be a name for the conjunction of all of the indexical properties, in this sense, that I attribute to Mick Jagger. Then the present suggestion on behalf of the epistemic two-dimensionalist is that

$$[8] \text{Mick Jagger is the } F \land \text{Mick Jagger is } I \land \exists x (Gx \land x \neq \text{Mick Jagger})$$

is, for all we have said so far, epistemically possible. If $[8]$ is epistemically possible, then so is the negation of $[7]$; after all, the latter is an a priori consequence of the former. But if the negation of $[7]$ is epistemically possible, then $[7]$ is not a priori; and this, for the reasons given above, is a result that the two-dimensionalist should welcome.

There are at least two problems with the appeal to indexical properties to block

20 Thanks to David Chalmers for pointing this out.

21 Chalmers emphasizes that indexicals might be relevant to the assignment of reference to sub-sentential expressions with respect to a scenario in Chalmers (2006a), pp. 93-4.
the argument for the a prioricity of [7]. First, it seems that even if [8] breaks the relevant parity, it can easily be re-instated. Let the collection of indexical properties \( I \) be divided into two complex properties, \( I_1 \) and \( I_2 \), such that every property in \( I \) is a part of either \( I_1 \) or \( I_2 \). As with \( F \) and \( G \) above, \( I_1 \) and \( I_2 \) may have some elements in common; the important thing is that the two have roughly the same weight for me in determining the reference of ‘Mick Jagger.’ Then it looks like the following will be a priori:

\[
[M] \neg(Mick \text{ Jagger is the } F) \lor \neg(Mick \text{ Jagger is the } I_1) \lor \neg\exists x (Gx \land x \neq Mick \text{ Jagger } \land \neg I_2(x))
\]

Suppose for reductio that [9] is false with respect to some scenario \( e \). In that scenario, something will be \( F \) & \( I_1 \), and something else will be \( G \) & \( I_2 \). Accordingly, as above there will be two equally good candidates to be the reference of ‘Mick Jagger’; since, as above, we have in effect stipulated that this is not a case of divided reference, it will not be epistemically necessary that either is Mick Jagger. Hence ‘Mick Jagger’ will not have a reference with respect to \( e \); but then, contra our initial supposition, [9] cannot be false with respect to \( e \) after all. So [9] is true with respect to every scenario, and hence a priori.

As above, this result seems to violate claim [A] above about the a priori. For, if [9] were a priori, we could, given the knowledge that Mick Jagger is \( F \) & \( I_1 \) and that nothing else is Mick Jagger, know a priori that nothing exists which is \( G \) & \( I_2 \). But the properties of being \( F \) & \( I_1 \) and being \( G \) & \( I_2 \) could clearly be independent, in the sense defined above.

It can also be shown that the epistemic two-dimensionalist who tries to argue against the a prioricity of [7] by using indexical properties is committed to rejecting claim [B] about the a priori. For consider the following claim:

\[
[M] \neg(Mick \text{ Jagger is the } F) \lor (I \text{ bear no relevant relations of any sort to } Mick \text{ Jagger}) \lor \neg\exists x (Gx \land x \neq Mick \text{ Jagger})
\]

The idea was that [7] is not a priori because indexical properties block the assumed parity between the two potential referents of ‘Mick Jagger’; so, if we stipulate that neither has any relevant indexical properties, the parity is again re-instated. So it looks like the two-dimensionalist is committed to regarding [10] as a priori. Given this, the two-dimensionalist has to say that that, given the knowledge that Mick Jagger is \( F \) and that something which is not Mick Jagger is \( G \), I can know a priori that I bear some relevant relation to Mick Jagger. That is, the following material conditional is a priori:

\[
[M] \neg(Mick \text{ Jagger is the } F \land \neg\exists x (Gx \land x \neq Mick \text{ Jagger})) \rightarrow I \text{ stand in some relevant relation to Mick Jagger}
\]


There’s an additional oddness here. Consider the sentence

\[
[M] \neg(Mick \text{ Jagger is the } F) \lor (I \text{ bear no relevant relations of any sort to } Mick \text{ Jagger})
\]
This looks clearly a posteriori; after all, from the fact that I do bear some relevant relation to Mick Jagger, one can hardly deduce a priori that Mick Jagger is F. But it is very odd to think that [10] is a priori, and that [12] is not. For the idea is then that if I know

\[13\] Mick Jagger is the F

I am in no position to know a priori that I stand in any relevant relations to Mick Jagger; but if we add to the knowledge of [13] the knowledge that some other thing, which is not Mick Jagger, is G, I am then in a position to deduce a priori that I stand in some relevant relations to Mick Jagger. But how could knowledge about some other thing’s being G make any difference?

This looks especially odd if we assume, as seems plausible, that I can know that I exist only a posteriori. It is presumably an a priori matter that if I stand in certain relations to Mick Jagger, I exist. So it seems that we’re forced into saying that if I know that Mick Jagger is F, and know that some other object, which is not Mick Jagger, is G, I am then in a position to deduce a priori from these two claims that I exist. So the material conditional

\[14\] \neg(Mick Jagger is the F \& \neg\exists x (Gx \& x \neq Mick Jagger)) \rightarrow I exist

But how could [14] be a priori? This looks like a violation of claim [C] about the a priori above.

A different sort of puzzling case results from taking into account two names which are such that the properties I associate with the two names overlap. For example, consider my use of the name ‘Keith Richards.’ As it happens, we can split the properties I associate with the name into two complex properties, one of which is the property G discussed in connection with Mick Jagger above:

- member of the greatest band of the 1960’s & one of the Glimmer Twins
  & born in Kent in 1943 & helped to organize the infamous concert at Altamont & . . .

while the other is a distinct property H of the same sort. As above, it might well be that F, G, and H are independent properties. Suppose we know

\[15\] Keith Richards is the G \lor Keith Richards is the H.

This is presumably a posteriori, as is

\[16\] Mick Jagger is the F \& I bear no relevant relations to Mick Jagger.

But, given the above argument that [10] is a priori, we can know a priori that if [16] is true, nothing which is not Mick Jagger exists which is G. But then it follows that if we know just [15] and [16] along with the proposition that Keith Richards is not

\footnote{Here I’m assuming that I can’t stand in relations to things without existing; this would be denied by someone who endorses presentism without ‘serious presentism’, or actualism without ‘serious actualism.’ Thanks to Ben Caplan for pointing this out.}
Mick Jagger, we are in position to deduce a priori that Keith Richards is $H$. That is, the following is a priori:

\[ [17] \text{(Mick Jagger is the } F \& I \text{ bear no relevant relations to Mick Jagger)} \rightarrow \]
\[ ((\text{Keith Richards is the } G \lor \text{ Keith Richards is the } H) \rightarrow \text{ Keith Richards is the } H) \]

In other words, given some knowledge about Mick Jagger’s properties, we’re able to rule out a priori an otherwise epistemically possible hypothesis about Keith Richards’ properties — even though the relevant properties are independent. But, as above, this seems odd (as well as a violation of claim [D] about the a priori); how could knowing some stuff about Mick Jagger put me in a position to decide between two conflicting hypotheses about what Keith Richards is like, if the properties attributed to Keith by either hypothesis are, in the above sense, independent of the known properties of Mick Jagger?  

To sum up the argument so far: taking into account the possibility of divided reference, and taking into account indexical facts about my relation to objects, the two-dimensionalist still seems to be committed to the a prioricity of [9], [10], [14], and [17]. But treating these as a priori involves giving up each of claims [A], [B], [C], and [D] about the a priori above. This is a serious cost of adopting the view; it is hard to understand how a priori knowledge of a sort which falsifies [A]-[D] could be possible.

The two-dimensionalist might reply to the foregoing argument in one of three ways: he might try to find some assumption in the argument which he might reject; he might argue that the example of ‘Mick Jagger’ given above is special in some way which undermines the force of the argument; or he might argue that giving up claims [A]-[D] about the a priori is, while initially surprising, ultimately an acceptable consequence of the framework of epistemic two-dimensionalism.

It is hard to see how the first strategy might be carried out. The present argument does not turn on any strong metaphysical assumptions, and in particular does not turn on the haecceitistic assumption that identities of individuals in different possible worlds fail to supervene on the distribution of some favored set of properties in those worlds. To see that there are no strong metaphysical assumptions involved it is sufficient to note that the above argument works just as well for names for which the speaker has very simple rules for identifying the referent in different scenarios. Suppose that I associate the name ‘Jupiter’ with just two descriptions, to which I give equal weight: ‘the 5th planet from the sun’ and ‘the largest planet in the solar system.’ Then by reasoning parallel to the above it seems that the epistemic intension of ‘Jupiter’, for me, will deliver no reference at scenarios at which the 5th planet from

\[ \text{Recall when indexical properties were introduced above, I suggested two ways to modify the argument against two-dimensionalist: split the relevant indexical properties, or stipulate that there are no relevant indexical properties in the scenarios in question. [17] presupposes the latter way of running the argument; but we could generate a similar example just as easily using the ‘split the indexical properties’ form of argument. Suppose again that we split the relevant indexical properties of Mick Jagger into two equally weighted conjunctions of properties, } I_1 \text{ and } I_2. \text{ Then it looks like the two-dimensionalist must regard the following as a priori:} \]
\[ (\text{Mick Jagger is } F \& I_1) \rightarrow ((\text{Keith Richards is } G \& I_2 \lor \text{ Keith Richards is } H \& I_2) \rightarrow \text{ Keith Richards is } H \& I_2) \]

This, like [17], is a violation of [D].
the sun is not largest planet in the solar system. But haecceitism is not required for there to be such a scenario — indeed, the existence of such a scenario is guaranteed by the epistemic possibility of ‘The 5th planet from the sun is not the largest planet in the solar system.’ But it is surely false to say in this sort of case that I can know a priori ‘If Jupiter exists, then the 5th planet from the sun is the largest planet in the solar system.’

Further, this argument does not turn on the view that the epistemic intensions of vocabulary which is not semantically neutral can be thought of as rigidified descriptions, or indeed descriptions of any kind. We can agree that epistemic two-dimensionalism

“simply requires that speakers have a conditional ability to determine the referent of $N$ . . . given relevant information about the character of the actual world and given idealized rational reflection.”  

All that matters to the present argument is the assumption, which seems clearly to be true, that those ‘conditional abilities’ will often be complex, in the sense that in at least some cases they will involve sensitivity to more than one aspect of a scenario. In any such case, we can imagine a description of scenarios in which the relevant cluster of abilities is ‘pulled in different directions’ in such a way that the epistemic intension of the relevant term will fail to yield a reference at those scenarios.

For the argument to go through — and for the relevant examples really to be violations of the claims about a prioricity listed at the outset — we need the assumption that the properties $F$ and $G$ really are independent, both of each other, and of the existence of Mick Jagger. But perhaps these assumptions about independence somehow beg the question against the epistemic two-dimensionalist; might this assumption, then, be rejected?

This is a dead end. The main problem is that this move commits the two-dimensionalist to claims about a prioricity which are at least as worrying as those he is trying to avoid. So, suppose that to make it seem less implausible that, for example, [17] is a priori, the two-dimensionalist might deny that the existence of Mick Jagger is independent of the existence of Keith Richards. But this would imply that one of the following conditionals is either necessary or a priori:

$$
Mick Jagger exists \rightarrow Keith Richards exists
$$

$$
Mick Jagger exists \rightarrow \neg (Keith Richards exists)
$$

Or the two-dimensionalist might deny that Mick Jagger and $F$ are independent; but, in this case, one of the following conditionals would have to be necessary or a priori:

---

$^{2}$Chalmers (2006a).

$^{2}$It is worth noting in this connection that the condition on scenarios given by the consequent of [4] and its descendants is a sufficient condition for the name to lack a reference, and not a necessary and sufficient condition. If it were a necessary and sufficient condition, then one could use this condition to formulate a description which picked out the same object as the name with respect to every scenario; so the assumption that we can provide a necessary and sufficient condition would, in a way, build in the assumption that the epistemic intensions of names are equivalent to descriptions. But in giving merely sufficient conditions for the name to lack a reference we make no such assumption.
Mick Jagger exists → ∃xFx

Mick Jagger exists → ¬ ∃xFx

None of these claims looks very attractive.\(^{26}\)

Might the two-dimensionalist plausibly reply to the argument by saying that the example of ‘Mick Jagger’ is in some way misleading? One possibility is that, since Mick Jagger is a well-known figure, we might be thinking of ‘Mick Jagger’ as a descriptive name, on par with the well-known example of ‘Julius’.\(^{27}\) If so, then perhaps it is not so bad that [9] and [10], for example, come out a priori. But this move has little plausibility in the present case; though Mick Jagger is not an ordinary sort of person, my use of the name ‘Mick Jagger’ seems ordinary in all relevant respects. I associate some properties with the name, some of which are relations in which Mick Jagger and I stand; I’m less well acquainted with him than with the referents of many names that I use, but much more well acquainted with him than with the referents of others; all of this seems to be pretty much as it normally is with my use of names.

A different possibility is that I am a ‘deferential’ user of the name, in the sense that the reference of my use of the name is determined not by the properties I associate with the name, but rather by the reference of the name for certain other people in my linguistic community. It will follow that there is an a priori connection between the existence of Mick Jagger and the existence of a certain linguistic practice involving ‘Mick Jagger.’ While it might be plausible to say this about some special cases, this does not seem like a plausible claim about the majority of the names we use.\(^{28}\)

A final response of a quite different sort on behalf of the epistemic two-dimensionalist is worth taking into account. The epistemic two-dimensionalist might simply accept the conclusions that the examples above, including [9], [10], [14], and [17], are a priori, and challenge our assumption that these conclusions are mistaken. She might argue as follows, focusing on the example of [10]:

Consider the claim that if Mick Jagger is \(F\), and I stand in no relevant indexical relations to Mick Jagger, there can’t be something else, which is not Mick Jagger, which is \(G\). Initially, it may sound odd to say that we can know this sort of thing a priori; but imagine what you would say if you found out that it is actually true that one thing is \(F\), and something else is \(G\). It seems plausible that you would say that one has as much

\(^{26}\) Further, the reply has no real plausibility. Normally, when we acquire knowledge that some object is \(F\), this is a posteriori — we could not have discerned a priori from our previous knowledge of the object that it was, in addition, \(F\) — nor could we have known a priori, given the information that the object is \(F\), that it also instantiated those other properties we know it to have. If so, then \(F\) is independent of those other properties. But given how commonplace this sort of property independence apparently is, could it really be impossible to split the properties of an object into two independent conjunctive properties which have equal weight in identifying the referent in various epistemic possibilities?

\(^{27}\) Evans (1979).

\(^{28}\) See the discussion of deference in Chalmers (2002) and in §§III of Schroeter (2005).

There is a more radical strategy that the epistemic two-dimensionalist might pursue: he might simply give up the idea that names are barred from appearing in the canonical descriptions of scenarios. As noted above, this version of two-dimensionalist semantics will provide no help to those who would like the theory to underwrite inferences from certain sorts of epistemic possibility (conceivability) to metaphysical possibility. I think that there are further problems with this sort of view, but the issues are complex and deserve a fuller discussion than I can provide here.
claim to be Mick Jagger as the other, so that if one is Mick Jagger and the other isn’t, that must be because there’s some other relevant difference between them. So suppose instead you found that it is actually true that there is an $F$ which is Mick Jagger. Could there then be some other object which is $G$, which is not Mick Jagger, and which otherwise differs from the $F$ in no relevant respect? By the above line of reasoning, it seems not. But this just goes to show that it is plausible, after all, that upon learning that the antecedent of the above conditional is actually true, I can know, without knowing anything else about the world, that its consequent must also be true. And this means that it is plausible, after all, that the relevant conditional is a priori. Since this conditional is equivalent to [10], this also shows that [10] is a priori.

If this line of reasoning were convincing, what it would show is that sentences like [10] are such that, whatever non-name-involving information we are given about a scenario, we invariably would judge [10] to be true of that scenario. But the slide from this claim to the conclusion that [10] is a priori is far from innocent and indeed is, in a way, precisely what is at issue. The question is whether we can conclude, on the basis of the claim that a sentence is epistemically necessitated by every (neutrally described) scenario, that it is a priori. If you think that claims [A]-[D] about a prioricity are plausible, it is this inference — and hence the epistemic two-dimensionalist way of thinking about a prioricity — that you should reject.

This is a crucial point. To determine whether some material conditional $\square p \rightarrow q$ is a priori, we ask:

(i) Does that knowledge that $p$ is the case put one in a position, without any further information, to know that $q$ is the case?

To determine whether such a material conditional has a necessary epistemic intension, we ask:

(ii) Is any information, stated without use of names or other non-semantically-neutral expressions, which is sufficient to know that $p$ is the case also sufficient to know that $q$ is the case?

It should be uncontroversial that (i) and (ii) are distinct questions, and that the project of understanding a prioricity as necessity of epistemic intension can succeed only if (i) and (ii) always get the same answer.

The sentences considered above are, in effect, examples of material conditionals which are such that the answer to question (i) appears to be ‘No.’ To see why this seems to be the right verdict about [10], imagine that you come to know that Mick Jagger is $F$, but not $G$, and ask whether you are then in a position to know, without any further information, that nothing else is $G$. It seems that you are not, because it seems clear that you might entertain the possibilities that some non-Mick thing is $G$, and that nothing is $G$, and say of each: ‘for all I know, that’s the way things are.’ This is strong evidence that the answer to question (i), asked about [10], is ‘No.’

I doubt that we get even this result, since I’m not convinced that I understand what I am supposed to be doing when I try to identify Mick Jagger in a scenario. But I grant the point for purposes of argument — and many people do seem to understand what we are supposed to be doing in this sort of case.
But if the argument above is correct, then the answer to question (ii), asked about [10], is ‘Yes’: [10] has a necessary epistemic intension. If this is right, then [10] is a plausible example of a sentence with respect to which questions (i) and (ii) deliver different answers, and hence a plausible counterexample to the view that a priority is possession of a necessary epistemic intension. One might, of course, want to find a flaw in the argument that the answer to question (ii) in this case is ‘Yes’, or resist the view that the answer to question (i) in this case is ‘No.’ The present point is just that one cannot plausibly argue that the answer to question (i) in this case is ‘Yes’ because the answer to question (ii) in this case is ‘Yes.’ After all, the possibility of there being a divergence between answers to these two questions just is the main point of difference between opponents and proponents of epistemic two-dimensionalist views of the a priori.

It remains open to the epistemic two-dimensionalist to claim that the property of having a necessary epistemic intension is an epistemologically interesting property, or even that the traditional concept of a priority is incoherent, and should be replaced with the property of having a necessary epistemic intension. But in the light of the above examples, the claim to have provided a view of a priori knowledge which captures the traditional philosophical notion seems to me difficult to sustain.

Notes

1 See, among many other places, McDowell (1977) and Evans (1981).
2 For defense of the former, see Plantinga (1978); for defense of the latter, see Dummett (1981), Sosa (2001). For criticism of these approaches, see Soames (1998, 2002), Caplan (2005).
3 And, obviously, we can extend the definition to the case of a pair of a particular object and a property. A particular n and property F are independent iff (1) n’s existence is compossible both with F’s being instantiated and with F’s uninstantiated, and (2) n’s existence does not a priori entail either that F is instantiated, or that F is uninstantiated.
4 This principle is perhaps a bit more controversial than the others, since some think that we can know a priori of our own existence. If this were right, the principle would be true but vacuous, since given the above definition of independence nothing would be (for me) independent of my existence, since every proposition would a priori entail that I exist. I assume in what follows that we can’t know a priori of our own existence, though almost all of the argument would survive giving up this assumption.
5 Here and in what follows, points about a priori knowledge could be recast in terms of a priori justification without affecting the argument.
6 Given, of course, the provisos about independence above.
7 The primary/secondary proposition distinction lines up with the diagonal/horizontal proposition distinction of Stalnaker (1978), the distinction between deep and superficial necessity of Evans (1979), and the A-intension/C-intension distinction in Jackson (1998), though these authors differ both as regards the nature of primary intensions and their proper theoretical role.
8 This is also a good place to dispel confusion about an aspect of the terminology used in this paper: the talk about sentences being necessary and a priori. Many will be inclined to object that the proposition expressed by a sentence rather than the sentence itself is the fundamental bearer of necessity and a priority. The problem in the present context is that the nature of the fundamental bearers of these modal and epistemic properties are part of what is up for grabs in this debate, with two-dimensionalists wanting to replace talk about ‘the proposition expressed by a sentence’ with talk about the primary and secondary intensions of the sentence. But both two-dimensionalists and their opponents can agree that we can speak of sentences being a priori or necessary in a derivative sense, even if they disagree about how this is to be analyzed. So the talk about sentences being
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a priori and necessary can be thought of as an attempt to find a non-prejudicial way to state the relevant issues.

Here, as is standard, I am identifying the secondary intension of a sentence with either what Russelians would call the proposition semantically expressed by that sentence or the intension (structured or not) determined by that proposition.

A relatively minor difference here stems from the fact that Kaplan’s characters were functions from contexts to functions from circumstances of evaluation to extensions. Contextual intensions are functions from contexts to contexts — the extension which would be delivered by the value of a Kaplan character if the circumstance of evaluation is the context. I take it that this is the view Chalmers has in mind when he says “a primary intension is straightforwardly derivable from a character and vice versa” (Chalmers, 1999, pp. 365-6, note 25).

This problem is discussed in §2 of Chalmers (2006a). García-Carpintero (2006) argues that the problem is not fatal to contextual two-dimensionalism. This problem of overgeneration of a priori truths is, obviously, akin to the problem with descriptivism Kripke identified in his epistemic argument. Among the most difficult further problems faced by contextual two-dimensionalism are that in order to respect standard examples of the necessary a posteriori, the contextual two-dimensionalist must treat names and natural kind terms as indexical, rigidified descriptions. For an in-depth discussion of the problems with this view of names and kind terms, and critique of various versions of contextual two-dimensionalism, see Soames (2005).


Chalmers (2004), 177-8.

Chalmers discusses several other candidate views of epistemic necessitation in Chalmers (2006a), §3.3.

Though not everyone; for a view which denies the transitivity of a priori entailment, see 1\textsuperscript{14} of Soames (2007).

Schroeter (2005).

As will become clear, there’s also an interesting connection between the present argument and the argument that various forms of externalism entail that we have a priori knowledge of the existence of natural kinds like water. See, among other places, Boghossian (1997).

Could the two-dimensionalist let ‘Mick Jagger exists’ lack a truth-value, rather than be false, at scenarios at which ‘Mick Jagger’ lacks a reference? This does not look promising, for two reasons. First, we want ‘Mick Jagger does not exist’ to be epistemically possible, which requires it being true at at least one scenario. But if this is true at at least one scenario, then presumably it is true at all scenarios at which the name lacks a reference. Second, as we’ll see below, the relevant point can be made without using existential claims involving a name.

Thanks to Ali Kazmi for pointing out that the example can be put in this way.

Thanks to David Chalmers for pointing this out.

Chalmers emphasizes that indexicals might be relevant to the assignment of reference to sub-sentential expressions with respect to a scenario in Chalmers (2006a), §3.7.

Recall when indexical properties were introduced above, I suggested two ways to modify the argument against two-dimensionalist: split the relevant indexical properties, or stipulate that there are no relevant indexical properties in the scenarios in question. [17] presupposes the latter way of running the argument; but we could generate a similar example just as easily using the ‘split the indexical properties’ form of argument. Suppose again that we split the relevant indexical properties of Mick Jagger into two equally weighted conjunctions of properties, $I_1$ and $I_2$. Then it looks like the two-dimensionalist must regard the following as a priori:

\[
(Mick \text{ Jagger is } F & I_1) \rightarrow ((Keith \text{ Richards is } G & I_2 \lor Keith \text{ Richards is } H & I_2) \rightarrow Keith \text{ Richards is } H & I_2)
\]

This, like [17], is a violation of $[D]$. 19


It is worth noting in this connection that the condition on scenarios given by the consequent of [4] and its descendants is a sufficient condition for the name to lack a reference, and not a necessary and sufficient condition. If it were a necessary and sufficient condition, then one could use this condition to formulate a description which picked out the same object as the name with respect to every scenario; so the assumption that we can provide a necessary and sufficient condition
would, in a way, build in the assumption that the epistemic intensions of names are equivalent to descriptions. But in giving merely sufficient conditions for the name to lack a reference we make no such assumption.

Further, the reply has no real plausibility. Normally, when we acquire knowledge that some object is \( F \), this is a posteriori — we could not have discerned a priori from our previous knowledge of the object that it was, in addition, \( F \) — nor could we have known a priori, given the information that the object is \( F \), that it also instantiated those other properties we know it to have. If so, then \( F \) is independent of those other properties. But given how commonplace this sort of property independence apparently is, could it really be impossible to split the properties of an object into two independent conjunctive properties which have equal weight in identifying the referent in various epistemic possibilities?

---


[27] There is a more radical strategy that the epistemic two-dimensionalist might pursue: he might simply give up the idea that names are barred from appearing in the canonical descriptions of scenarios. As noted above, this version of two-dimensionalist semantics will provide no help to those who would like the theory to underwrite inferences from certain sorts of epistemic possibility (conceivability) to metaphysical possibility. I think that there are further problems with this sort of view, but the issues are complex and deserve a fuller discussion than I can provide here.

[28] I doubt that we get even this result, since I’m not convinced that I understand what I am supposed to be doing when I try to identify Mick Jagger in a scenario. But I grant the point for purposes of argument — and many people do seem to understand what we are supposed to be doing in this sort of case.

[29] Thanks for helpful comments and discussion to Laura Schroeter, Ben Caplan, Ali Kazmi, David Chalmers, Mike McGlone, Casey O’Callaghan, Joe Levine, Michael Nelson, and the participants in my graduate seminar in the spring of 2007 at Notre Dame.
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